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Ernst Kirchner's Streetwalkers: Art, Luxury, 
and Immorality in Berlin, 1913-16 

Sherwin Simmons 

An article entitled "Culture in the Display Window," which 

surveyed the elegant artistry of Berlin's display windows, 
appeared in Der Kritiker, a Berlin cultural journal, during the 
summer of 1913. Its author stated that these windows were an 

important factor in Germany's recent economic boom and 
the concomitant rise of its culture on the world stage, serving 
"as an alarm clock of our hedonism" and transforming the 

frugal German housewife into a fashionable lady.1 Women's 
fashion was said to be at the heart of a new love of luxury that 
made Berlin the economic and cultural equal of Paris. 

The historical and theoretical bases of the article's argu- 
ment lay within recent developments in German applied arts. 
For several years the Deutscher Werkbund had promoted 
both the aestheticization of commodities through packaging 
and display techniques and the growth of German fashion's 

prestige within the world market.2 Display window competi- 
tions and articles in the popular press encouraged consider- 
ation of the new commercial culture's artistry,3 while scholars, 
such as Werner Sombart in his 1913 book Luxus und Kapitalis- 
mus, ascribed new importance to luxury's role in capitalism's 
development. Sombart equated Titian's paintings of nudes 
and celebration of the courtesan with the flowering of 

capitalism in the sixteenth century, arguing that a "purely 
hedonistic aesthetic conception of woman" promoted luxury 
and economic growth, as courtesans began to influence other 
women through art, fashion, and an eroticism of consump- 
tion. This, he maintained, was a pattern that persisted to the 

present, when "all the follies of fashion, luxury, splendor, and 

extravagance are first tried out by the mistresses before they 
are finally accepted, somewhat toned down, by the reputable 
matrons."4 Sombart's linkage of art, luxury, fashion, and 

sexuality was common among intellectuals who worried about 
the social and moral implications of Germany's burgeoning 
consumption at the beginning of the new century.5 During 
1913-14, art, luxury, fashion, and sexuality also became the 

key terms of a debate that focused on the display window and 
included efforts to pass a set of laws to protect youth and 
check the spread of immorality. 

I will argue in this article that certain of Ernst Ludwig 
Kirchner's street scenes from 1913-15, such as his crayon and 

tempera drawing Cocotte in Red (Fig. 1), participated in a 
discourse on luxury and immorality that revolved around art, 
advertising, and fashion.6 Such an assertion builds on scholar- 

ship that has discussed this series in relation to the metropoli- 
tan character of Berlin prior to World War I. Kirchner's vision 
has been related to Georg Simmel's observations about urban 
experience, myths about Berlin's sinfulness that arose during 
the nineteenth century, literary efforts to define the city's 
uniquely modern qualities, and the contemporary practice of 
prostitution within the city. Such studies have explained much 
about the significance of the series's stylistic character.7 
Several scholars have also suggested how the discursive 

formulation of Berlin as a whore and representations of 
fashion contributed to Kirchner's interpretation of the street- 
walkers.8 My study extends such claims by examining the 
impact of specific elements within the discourse about luxury 
and immorality on Kirchner's work and considering why such 
issues would have concerned an avant-garde artist. However, 
such assertions claiming a relationship between Kirchner's 
work and contemporary social and political issues contrast 
with Kirchner's own view that his art was essentially unmedi- 
ated by culture, being a personal, purely optical response to 
the city. Carl Einstein stated this position well in 1926: 

Kirchner's originality is optically based; as soon as he 
sketches the first mark, the motif is already taken in and 
absorbed. The eye, which passionately moves the hand at 
the same moment, without the hand faking or propping 
up the imagination's power, is the origin; consequently 
literature is avoided, made impossible. One does not 
enhance the real, but punctuates individual vision, the 

personal way of seeing.9 

This is a view that has continued to be expressed in some 
recent writing that maintains that nothing is found in the 
street series, or Strassenbilder, that was not directly experienced 
and recorded in sketches that Kirchner made on the streets.10 
Such assertions take their lead from Kirchner's writings, such 
as a diary entry of February 18, 1926, in which he states that 
his art privileged an "ecstasy of initial perception," and the 
"Zehnder Essay," where he wrote, "The work arises as an 

impulse, in a state of ecstasy, and even when the impression 
has long taken root in the artist, its recording is nevertheless 
swift and sudden.""I 

Kirchner used such comments, particularly as expressed in 

essays that he wrote using the pseudonym Louis de Marsalle 

during the 1920s and 1930s, to position his work in relation to 

contemporary and past art.12 These writings laid rightful 
claim to the extraordinary role that rapid sketching played in 
his work, but also obfuscated its relationship to contemporar- 
ies in Paris, Vienna, and Dresden during the period before 
1914 for whom the rapid sketch was also crucial.13 While 
Kirchner made the "unself-conscious and aimless" sketch the 

signature of his artistic achievement, his statement in the 
"Zehnder Essay" also suggests that even the most spontane- 
ous drawing grew from extended experience, which, al- 
though he did not note it, necessarily involved cultural 
mediation.14 By focusing solely on the sketch as a recording of 
a momentary experience on the street, recent commentators 
do not pay sufficient attention to the full scope of the role of 
the imaginary in Kirchner's sketches and works in other 
media.'5 

The relevant issues regarding this matter can be raised by 
considering a sketch done during a trip to Berlin in 1929 (Fig. 
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1 Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Cocotte in Red, 1914. Staatsgalerie Stuttgart, Graphische Sammlung (? [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by 
Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 
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2 Kirchner, back of page 60 in Sketchbook no. 154, 1929. Davos, 
Kirchner Museum (? [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg 
and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

2) that was based on an experience that Kirchner described in 
1932 as follows: "In 1929 I saw a blond woman in Berlin 

walking wonderfully with long legs, who I cannot get out of 

my mind, built so slender, exquisite, and totally sensual, such 
as I had never seen before."'16 The woman's form rises 

through the drawing just to right of center, her feet in motion 
and her left arm gesturing in the direction of striding 
pedestrians to the right. Vertical and diagonal lines hint at 

buildings and a tram descends toward the lower left corner, 

signs of the cityscape that surrounds the figure. The woman, 
however, is doubly enclosed, for a line rises from her feet 

curving up and over her figure, descending on the left and 

concluding in the lower right corner of the tram's cab. The 

roughly oval outline, which narrows to a neck at the bottom, 
defines a head that is fused with the cityscape. What might be 
the tram's trolley functions as a nose, while an arc lamp 
hanging over the tram metamorphoses into the right eye of a 
face. This sketch, along with several others, led to larger 
drawings and pastels, as well as an oil painting entitled Woman 
at Night, which was shown at the Kunsthalle in Bern during 
1933.17 Kirchner, writing in the exhibition catalogue as Louis 
de Marsalle, commented, "The picture unites impressions of 
a big city street at night.... The bright center circumscribes 
the head of a passing observer.... The picture shows the 
alteration of forms and movement in the night."'s The 
statement suggests that multiple impressions contributed to 
the painting, an observation reinforced by the different 
elements that developed from individual sketches. However, 
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3 Kirchner, Self-Portrait, 1928. Ruth andJacob Kainen Collection 
(photo: National Gallery of Art; O [for works by E. L. Kirchner] 
by Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

the sketch under consideration here also exceeded visual 

reality, for even if the image is read as a scene glimpsed on 
and through the surface of a window that included the 
observer's reflection, the spatial alignments and doubly 
functioning signs indicate the powerful role played by the 

imagination.19 Fantasy is certainly a key element of a closely 
related watercolor (Fig. 3), in which Kirchner's head, re- 
flected on a window through which a cityscape is viewed, is 
fused with female figures on each side, the woman on the left 

appearing to tongue his ear.20 
While the 1929 sketch exemplifies a broadening and more 

conscious use of the imaginary during Kirchner's later career, 
I believe that Kirchner's imaginative response to discursive 
constructions of the metropolis, luxury, fashion, and sexuality 
also contributed to the earlier street series. The "ecstasy of 
initial perception" captured in the series's sketches was 
elaborated in pastels, prints, and oils using devices like the 
staccato slashes in Cocotte in Red to simulate the immediacy of 
the originating experience within the movement and artificial 

light of the modern metropolis. The woman's warm rose 
dress within the icy blue of the night, the convergence of 
black-suited fldneurs, and the man's gaze at lower right as he 
enters the pictorial space all focus attention on the fldneuse. 
Other of the street scenes suggest the "quick compression of 

changing images, harsh differentiation in the perceptions of a 

single glance, and the unexpectedness of intrusive impres- 
sions" that Georg Simmel had identified as new qualities of 

metropolitan life.21 Such works emphasize the distracted 
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experiences of crowds and traffic--diverging and colliding 
movements, brushing bodies, constantly changing visual and 

auditory sensations. However, in Cocotte in Red and other 
works the gaze is less distracted. A shock of recognition yields 
an ecstatic moment that is then fixed in the mind and 
extended in time through further development in Kirch- 
ner's art. 

Insufficient attention has been paid to the historical con- 
text of the Strassenbilder, which, as I will demonstrate, is 
concerned with fashion, advertising, and prostitution, while 
the relevance of that context for an avant-garde painter in the 
historical moment has not been considered at all. Despite his 
own rhetoric and that of his early and recent critics, Kirch- 

ner's eye was not innocent but negotiated meaning within a 
discourse. Visual imagination responded to historical circum- 
stance. The eye's captivation within an environment of rapidly 
changing images was fundamental not only to Kirchner's art 
but also to the modern metropolis's emerging commodity 
culture. Gefesselter Blick, the title of an exhibition and publica- 
tion about modern advertising held in Stuttgart during 1930, 
describes the vision cultivated by display art, which became a 

topic of extensive public discussion during 1913-14.22 Karl 
Ernst Osthaus wrote the following about the new display's 
goal: 

[It] wants to enthrall the stream of passersby, to entice and 
remove inhibition; the commodity should take on impor- 
tance for them, should overcome and make them forget 
the entire intoxicated splendor of the street and make 
each individual be alone with the commodity. So alone, 
that magical suggestion spins its web and the spell- 
bound individual doesn't escape the thought: You, I must 

possess.23 

Desire motivates vision within both the display window and 
works like Cocotte in Red, where shifting angles involve the 

body in seeing and repeated striding forms address kines- 
thetic sensation, an absorption in the female figure that was 
intensified in the 1929 sketch. This desiring vision calls 

attention to a new relationship between sexuality and public 
space that was emerging in Berlin during the years before 
World War I. 

The evidence I have collected indicates that a debate about 

immorality implicated art in this changing relationship. Old 
master nudes, made available to the broad public through 
mass production, were placed on trial, causing contemporary 
artists to fear censorship. Even more at risk were the new 
media of fashion, advertising, and cinema, in which artists 
such as Kirchner would increasingly find employment. More- 
over, I believe that threats to artistic freedom and to Kirch- 

ner's physical well-being, intensified by his circumstances 

during the war, helped shape his 1916 statement that "I am 

nowjust like the prostitutes I used to paint. Wiped away, gone 
the next time."24 Also critical was his involvement with 

advertising and fashion, overtly commercial practices that 
served luxury and challenged idealist conceptions of fine art 
that had developed during early modernism. Issues of censor- 

ship, both external and internal, contributed to the imagi- 

nary in Kirchner's street scenes and the identification drawn 
between himself, the prostitute, and the metropolis. 

Censorship was a challenge for Kirchner from the begin- 
ning of his artistic career, when an immorality charge was 
made against publicity for the first Dresden exhibition of the 

Kiinstlergruppe Bricke, which Kirchner had founded with 
three fellow architecture students at the Saxon Technical 

College in 1905. The exhibition was held during September 
and October 1906 in the showroom of KF.M. Seifert and 

Co.,25 a manufacturer of bronze goods and lighting fixtures 
whose owner was a passive member of Die Briicke.26 The 
room's design and the products displayed were examples of 

Jugendstil, the turn-of-the-century movement that created a 
modern style of applied art. Fritz Bleyl, Erich Heckel, Karl 

Schmidt-Rottluff, and Kirchner, Die Briicke's founding mem- 

bers, had been trained to design such architecture and 

products and initially were asked by Seifert to produce 
advertising for his firm.27 However, the works displayed on the 
showroom's walls were not utilitarian objects but paintings 
and graphics influenced by Post-Impressionist art that was just 
beginning to appear in German museums and galleries. Like 

Julius Meier-Graefe, whose writings they studied closely,28 the 
members of Die Briucke turned to artists such as Paul Gauguin 
as examples of intensified life at the time that they, in the 
words of Kirchner's 1913 Chronik der Briicke, "all worked 

together in Kirchner's studio. Here they had the opportunity 
to study the nude, the basis of all visual art, freely and 

naturally. Based on such drawing, they gradually began to feel 
that only life should provide inspiration and that the artist 
should subordinate himself to direct 

experience.'"29 
The female nude was the focus of their exhibition's 

publicity; Bleyl created a poster (Fig. 4) based on the "quarter 
hour" studies that he and the others made of fifteen-year-old 
Isabella, a neighborhood girl who modeled for them. Ex- 
ecuted in orange lithographic ink, the poster's reserved white 

paper boldly picks out the figure's slim body, her face looking 
out and down as she tentatively holds a model's pose for the 
observer. Since the lettering below functions as the figure's 
base, the model's image is linked strongly to the group's 
exhibition and collective identity.30 The narrow vertical for- 
mat and the flat areas of ink relate more closely to Japanese 
woodcuts, which the artists were beginning to study, along 
with early German woodcuts, than to typical color lithographs 
of the period.31 The difference may have been deliberate, for 

Bleyl's poster was likely meant to contrast with Otto Guss- 
mann's poster for the Third German Exhibition of Applied 
Arts, which had opened in Dresden at the beginning of May 
1906 (Fig. 5).32 

Gussmann, who taught decorative painting at the Dresden 
School of Applied Art and became a passive member of Die 

Briicke, embodied the exhibition's goals in a young woman 

wearing a crown who holds a bronze lamp that is formed like a 

plant. The blossoming fixture and the water below the figure 
manifest Jugendstil's tendency to use nature as the primary 
source for a new decorative style. The model's cascade of 

orange hair and the way her uncorseted body is glimpsed 
through a loose, diaphanous gown are typical examples of 

Jugendstil iconography. Bleyl strips his figure of this overt 

iconography, retaining only the bold pattern and flowing line 
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4 Fritz Bleyl, poster for an exhibition of the 
Kiinstlergruppe Brficke, 1906. Berlin, Deutsches 
Historisches Museum 

of the style's graphic design. The image that remains is a 

young, naked artist's model whose bold pattern and orange 
color would have created a sensation on Dresden's columns if 
the poster had made it past the police censors. It did not, Bleyl 
recollected in 1968, because the police saw pubic hair in the 

5 Otto Gussmann, poster for the Third German Exhibition of 
Applied Arts in Dresden, 1906. Kunstbibliothek Berlin (photo: 
Dietmar Katz) 

shadow below the belly, providing the legal basis to act on 
their recognition of the poster's sexual power.33 

The action by the Dresden police was only one of many acts 
of censorship during the Wilhelmine era, in which police 
across Germany invoked Paragraph 184, the pornography 
clause of the National Penal Code, to suppress a flourishing 
trade in sexual imagery and to challenge what they saw as 

immorality in the fields of art, literature, and theater.34 While 
the courts protected nude paintings because of their redeem- 

ing artistic merit, postcard reproductions of those same nudes 
or questionable posters in public spaces were successfully 
prosecuted under the principle of "relative obscenity," a 

concept that considered the context of the image's dis- 

play-in particular, whether it would be seen by children or 

produce a sense of shame in "normal" citizens.35 Artists and 
writers were sensitive about the possible broadening of 

censorship because of the Lex Heinze, a bill first proposed in 
the Reichstag in 1892 and then revived in 1897, which sought 
stricter police regulation of and harsher penalties for prostitu- 
tion and "immoral" art, literature, and entertainment. It had 
been the focus of intense public debate until its defeat in 
1900.36 

Important sectors of the German population, particularly 
professionals within the upper middle class, from which Die 
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6 Kirchner, poster for the MUIM (Modern Instruction in 
Painting) Institute, 1911. Briicke Museum Berlin (? [for works 
by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze- 
Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

Brficke's active and passive members were largely drawn, 

sought a greater openness and tested legal limitations on 
sexual expression. Suggestive in this regard is Bleyl's recollec- 
tion about the group's attraction to Isabella that described 
her as "a very lively, beautifully built, joyous individual, 
without any deformation caused by the silly fashion of the 
corset and completely suitable to our artistic demands, 

especially in the blossoming condition of her girlish buds.'"37 
The statement shows the artists' awareness of the contempo- 
rary critique of the corset, which stressed its threat to women's 
health, confinement of their freedom of action, and distor- 
tion of the natural beauty of their forms.38 From this range of 
social and cultural meanings, Bleyl's statement and poster 
emphasize only how the uncorseted body became the object 
of the artists' gazes, a sign of liberated sexuality that suited 
their construction of bohemian life through their art.39 
Gussmann's multiple signs of nature's inspiration were re- 
duced in Bleyl's poster to the single stimulus of the female 

body's sexual maturation; the naked body, directly experi- 
enced outside established cultural codes and spaces, was 

presented to the public as a primitive source for a "new 

generation of creators and a new audience."40? 

This determined break with the values of the Third Ger- 
man Exhibition of Applied Arts set Die Briicke on an original 
path, which came at a decisive moment in the history of the 

applied arts, for the Dresden exhibition marked the decline 

ofJugendstil. The turn was signaled in the following descrip- 
tion of a display of room furnishings designed by Wilhelm 
Kreis: "The common element ... lies in an apparently 
unwilled, unsought, modest individualism, which at the same 
time reveals a German character in the best sense of the word. 
The formal language is independent, new and seeks not to 

powerfully claim the spectator for itself, but limits itself to a 

discrete, purely practical effect."41 The reaction against craft- 
based Jugendstil was more forcefully stated in an address 

given by Friedrich Naumann, the prominent liberal politi- 
cian, in which he envisioned the future of German applied art 
as an industrial art grounded in multiple reproduction and 
called for a spiritualization of the machine that should 
become an educator of taste.42 These and similar ideas led to 
the founding of the Deutscher Werkbund in October 1907. 
Die Briicke's development over the next five years in Dresden 
can be seen as an act of resistance to these trends through the 
creation of a bohemian space that emphasized the passionate 
and unique mark of the individual hand and the desire for a 
freedom outside existing economic, social, and cultural insti- 
tutions. Passive members could participate at a distance 

through contemplation of works of art that depicted the 
bohemian life played out within environments modeled on 
the perceived "primitivism" of cultures such as those of Palau 
and Cameroon. While the passive members might never 
choose to live in such spaces themselves, they could purchase 
hand-crafted objects to adorn their bodies and add novelty to 
the Sachlichkeit (objectivity) of their Werkbund-influenced 
interiors. 

Shortly after Kirchner moved to Berlin in October 1911 
issues of censorship surrounded his work again. Anton von 

Werner, the director of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts, wrote 
the minister of religious and educational affairs on December 

7, 1911, and called his attention to a prospectus that adver- 
tised the MUIM (Modern Instruction in Painting) Institute, 
an art school that Kirchner and Max Pechstein had opened in 

proximity to their studios at Durlacherstrasse 15 in Berlin- 
Wilmersdorf. The prospectus indicated that instruction was 
also offered in graphics, sculpture, textiles, glass, metalwork, 
and architectural painting, but it was a woodcut image by 
Kirchner that upset von Werner. His letter to the minister 

expressed sadness that it was probably not possible for any 
measures to be taken against the "shameless" image on the 

prospectus or the school itself, but he wanted to make the 
minister aware of the threat to youth and how "this weed 

overgrows and chokes all healthy life and always diminishes us 
in the name of the freedom of art."43 The woodcut, which 
Kirchner executed as a poster (Fig. 6) and in smaller versions 
for the prospectus and print ads, represents a woman's upper 
torso, her left arm raising a flower. She appears to inhale the 
flower's fragrance, her heavily lashed eyes shut in order to 
focus on the sensual experience.44 A round piece of metal- 
work bearing the image of a nude female dancer is clipped in 
her hair and jewelry hangs from her ear, but what must have 
offended von Werner were her exposed breasts with nipples 
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indicated, whose fullness is emphasized by the bursting 

patterns that define their edges. 
A letter from someone as prominent as von Werner 

prompted the minister to pass the matter to Section VIII of 

the Berlin Police Department, which was known as the 

Central Police Office for the Combat of Immoral Writings, 
Pictures, and Performances. This office had been formed by 
the Prussian Ministry ofJustice on March 15, 1911, following 
a 1910 international conference in Paris about the pornogra- 

phy trade.45 The directive expanded the purview and size of 

the existing theater censorship office, which was administered 

by Dr. Karl Brunner, a high school teacher. Brunner intensi- 

fied the review of literature, theater, and cinema for immoral 

content; began to prosecute more book and art dealers for 

the public display of reproductions of artistic nudes; and, in 

the case of the MUIM Institute, had an investigator attend 

several classes at the institute under pretense of seeing if he 

wanted to enroll. On February 26, 1912, a report was 

forwarded through Police President von Jagow's office to the 

minister of religious and educational affairs that provided 
information about the school's operations and addressed the 

key discovery that nonartists who attended the school partici- 
pated in drawing the nude model at life-drawing sessions. 
This helped prepare them for the aesthetic viewing of 

artworks that treated the nude and thus proved the absence of 

any immoral intent in their participation. There is no docu- 
mentation about whether Kirchner and Pechstein were aware 

of the investigation, but the report recommended that surveil- 
lance be discontinued, since the office did not want to create 
an unnecessary debate about artistic freedom. 

The creation of the institute marked an important moment 
when Die Brficke, on its regrouping in Berlin, tried to 

institutionalize what it had developed in Dresden, teaching 
those practices and viewpoints to artists and art lovers. The 
inclusion of crafts indicated that they also hoped to develop 
public interest in primitivist applied art. During 1910, Schmidt- 
Rottluff had begun to create jewelry and textiles for Rosa 

Schapire and Wilhelm Niemeyer, who were passive members 
of Die Brficke in Hamburg.46 Gustav and Luise Schiefler, also 

passive members in Hamburg, were encouraged by Kirchner 
in letters of early 1912 to consider acquiring furnishings 
similar to the textiles and carved furniture found in his 

studio.47 Niemeyer, who was director of the Applied Art 

School in Hamburg, continued his contact with Schmidt- 
Rottluff and became a promoter of Die Brficke crafts during 
the next decade. This interest in applied art was manifested in 
Kirchner's poster, for the hair clip resembles jewelry, such as a 
round silver brooch in Rosy Fischer's collection, that Kirchner 

produced during this period.48 
Despite the hopes that Kirchner and Pechstein held for the 

MUIM Institute, there were few students, and the venture 

collapsed with Pechstein's withdrawal from Die Brficke in May 
1912 and subsequent membership in the Berlin Secession.49 

Relationships among the remaining members deteriorated 
over the next year, exacerbated when a history of the group 
written by Kirchner was rejected by the others, and led to the 

group's dissolution by the summer of 1913. 
Kirchner began to paint his Strassenbilder during the year 

that followed Die Briicke's collapse when, like the others, he 
needed to establish an individual identity within the competi- 

tive German art market. Subsequent actions by Kirchner 

indicate that he believed that the street series accomplished 
this and made an important contribution to modern art. 

Shortly after completing most of the work, he asked Gustav 
Schiefler to write about the prints in the series and then, later 
in the decade, he made several efforts to have the paintings 
published.50 After Karl Osthaus saw several examples in 

Kirchner's studio during December 1917, Kirchner urged 
him to see others that were with Ernst Gosebruch in Essen 
and Dr. Carl Hagemann in Leverkusen. They expressed, he 

wrote, the "aim of my work, to be able to totally dissolve one's 

person into the sensations of the surroundings in order to be 
able to transform this into a united painterly form.""' Most 

telling about the value that he placed on the series was his 

challenge to Ludwig Justi's selection in 1919 of three land- 

scapes to represent his work in the new Modern Section of the 
National Gallery in Berlin. Suspecting that Heckel, as a 
member of the selection committee, may have influenced the 
choice to Kirchner's disadvantage, Kirchner had his lawyer 
demand that two landscapes be replaced with one of his 

Strassenbilder, resulting in the acquisition of Street, Berlin (Fig. 
18) in 1920.52 

Kirchner's decision to create a series of large figurative 
paintings of street life marked a return to a subject that he 
had treated in Street, a large painting of 1908 done in Dresden. 
Kirchner connected his recent work to the earlier painting 
when he sought Schiefler's commentary about the new work, 
even presenting him with a lithograph based on the 1908 

painting.53 His return to the theme distinguished him not 

only from other members of Die Briicke but also from most 
German artists, who, unlike the French Impressionists, had 
not often focused on the new beauty of the metropolis.54 His 

interests, however, were not confined to optical recording but 
also included his emotional reaction to roaming the streets at 

night. In a letter written to Heckel in about May 1910 he 

juxtaposed a written description of such a night with a 

drawing (Fig. 7) that resembled the 1908 painting in structure. 

Today is a night where this cursed nest develops its totally 
cursed charm. The girls move with tightened asses. The air 
is like absinthe. Completely strange faces pop up as 

interesting points through the crowd. I am carried along 
with the current, lacking will. To move becomes an 

unacceptable effort. Content. I speak to a girl in a yellow 
coat with black. I really have no intent at all.55 

He continued, relating how he accompanied the woman to 
her apartment, where he undressed and fondled her, alter- 

nately attracted and repulsed by the smells he attributed to 
her. The description suggests his ambivalence toward the 
intoxication that he found in the nocturnal city and an 
instrumental attitude toward women that continued through- 
out his life. 

It is not known exactly when Kirchner began work on the 
series of street paintings in Berlin. Several paintings are dated 
to late 1913, after his return from a summer spent on 
Fehmarn Island and attendance at his first solo exhibition in 

Hagen. Certainly they followed the group's disintegration 
over 1912-13, during which Kirchner's friendships shifted to 
a circle that included a few painters, several women from 
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7 Kirchner, drawing in a letter to Erich Heckel, ca. May 1910. 
Altonaer Museum Hamburg (O [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by 
Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

Berlin's entertainment district, and writers associated with 

Expressionist journals.56 Werner Gothein, a painter friend 
who had been a student in the MUIM Institute, recalled in 
1960 that "the street series originated primarily in February, 
March, and April 1914," a period during which there was 
much public debate about the possibility of a new Lex Heinze.57 
There is clear evidence that Kirchner was involved with 
themes of sexuality, prostitution, and police censorship dur- 

ing December 1913, a time when morality associations were 

intensifying their calls for actions to combat immorality.58 In a 
letter to Gustav Schiefler of December 19, 1913, Kirchner 
mentioned that he was finishing a set of small erotic litho- 

graphs and also working on woodcut illustrations for Countess 

Mizzi, Alfred D6blin's one-act play about a brothel.59 D6blin 
had written the play in 1909 and had resurrected plans to 

publish it, perhaps even in response to the current debate.60 

Loosely based on a scandal that had been widely reported in 
the Viennese press in 1908, the play is set in a count's palace 
where society is instructed in the arts of love by sacred 

prostitutes called hetaerae.61 The plot is structured around 
the fate of Mizzi, the count's daughter and one of the 

hetaerae, who enters into a relationship with Baron Neustit- 

ter. Wanting to save her for himself alone, Neustitter calls in 
the police to arrest the count, which leads to Mizzi's suicide. 

The play contained numerous themes of interest to Kirch- 
ner. Its critique of marriage and apparent celebration of 
women's "free sexuality" echoed themes of his early career. 
The play also addressed the possible consequences for the 
artist in exploring such themes. A discussion between Peter, a 

young poet who praises the life-giving passion of the hetaerae, 
and Xaver, an older sculptor who has abandoned all idealism 
to serve the philistine tastes of the rich, raised the issue of the 
artist's role in bourgeois society. Xaver pointed out that 
association with the hetaerae could mean the poet's martyr- 
dom if the bourgeois state was to impose its view of moral 
behavior and art. This crackdown occurs during the course of 
the play when the palace is visited by the new police president 
in disguise. While the former president protected and per- 
haps even benefited financially from the count's operation, 
the new police official is a provincial and represents a political 
party with strong views about morality. Much of the play's 
satire focuses on the official's moral rage, which one sup- 
porter of the hetaerae says needs to be fought like rabies or 
swine flu for hygienic reasons. Others laugh about the 
moralists' idea that men should be able to look at the naked 
female body from a distance of one to three meters and not 
become aroused, joking, "Street whores await gentlemen at 
the door and recite poems about this new art theory."62 Police 

Official, one of Kirchner's three woodcut illustrations (Fig. 8), 
depicts this mocking of the police official. The foreground 
figure's face is distorted in a derisive grin as he points to the 
seated male in evening clothes who appears ill at ease in the 
context of half-naked female figures framed like mannequins 
in display windows.63 These illustrations indicate that in 1913 
Kirchner understood sexuality's changing relationship to 

public space both as experience on the street and as repre- 
sented in public discourse. 

During 1913, while morality associations intensified their 
activities, changes took place within German advertising that 

prompted criticism from those associations. The article in Der 

Kritiker that was cited earlier about luxury's rise in Germany 
pointed to the windows of Kersten und Tuteur, a new fashion 
house that had opened on March 1, 1913, at Leipzigerstrasse 
36, as the best example of the display window's cultivation of 

luxury, touting their windows as a site where "lyrical, tender, 
charming poetry is expressed." Ernst Deutsch, a prominent 
commercial artist who had been given complete control of 
Kersten und Tuteur's display and advertising, was responsible 
for this poetry.64 In his recent work Deutsch had introduced 
eroticism into advertising and the new display.65 An advertis- 
ing journal immediately noted that Deutsch filled Kersten 
und Tuteur's windows with female mannequins dressed in 

negligees, hoping that their partial nudity would appeal to 
passersby of both sexes.66 While the journal counseled mod- 
eration of the mannequins' direct gaze in order to lessen a 
sense of overt solicitation and the uncanny similar to displays 
in a waxworks, it encouraged the use of an averted gaze to 
stimulate shoppers' fantasies. Other stores quickly followed 
the trend and arranged increasingly suggestive tableaux, such 
as one that featured a bride at her toilet who wore only a 
corset and veil.67 Hans Ostwald later described the altered 

streetscape in the following way: 
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8 Kirchner, Police Official, 1913, illustration for Albert D6blin's 
play Komtesse Missi (from Schiefler, Die Graphik Ernst Ludwig 
Kirchners, vol. 1; ? [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg and 
Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

The display windows received a new face: opulent bed- 
rooms, corset stores, hose displays, boot and shoe shops 
became an apotheosis of feminine charms and no longer 
left the fantasies of Berliners in their previous state of 
calm. ... The erotic impact of well-styled Venus busts with 
waxen d colletage winking from hairdressers' windows was 
followed by an adoration of beautiful silk-hosed female 

legs which very soon carried on into picture magazines and 
erotic lyrics.68 

By year's end, the displays caused a culture critic to devote an 
article to the "corset pleasures" seen in windows along the 
Tauentzienstrasse. No longer were the mannequins simply 
arranged in a row, he wrote; they had become "veritable 

works of art, of the most insane luxury, of a colossal elegance 
and an enormous comedy." Male strollers attracted to the 

displays worried the writer less than the women who forgot 
the corset's unhealthy effect and succumbed to the "indis- 
creet craving to have dealings with the secrets and intimacies 
of the dressing room behind each windowpane." This female 

pleasure led the critic to question his usual opposition to 

police censorship.69 
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9 Page of wax busts from a product catalogue, Wachsplastik, 
Berlin: Freud & Co. [1909] (photo: Staatliche Museen zu 
Berlin-Preussischer Kulturbesitz Museum ffir Volkskunde) 

In December, the police, directed by Police President von 

Jagow and State Attorney Heinzmann, began a series of 

prosecutions, first of a corset store owner on the Tauentzien- 
strasse and then of hairdressers. The busts (Fig. 9) and 

mannequins that were confiscated, with their human hair, 
glass eyes, and tinted skin, were very realistic, the products of 

sculptors who had begun supplying figures for popular 
panopticons in the mid-nineteenth century and then ex- 

panded to the production of display mannequins.70 The 

police's removal of the wax mannequins and busts from the 
windows was widely reported.71 Humor magazines ridiculed 
the actions, as in a drawing by R. L. Leonard titled The Rape of 
the Sabines Is Not by Schinthan, but by von Jagow (Fig. 10), while 

advertising professionals suddenly became critical of their 

industry's increasing use of sex to sell goods.72 Pointing to 

posters such as one by Michel Noa (Fig. 11), they counseled 

shop owners to avoid a sensuality that might be appropriate in 
fine art shown to an educated elite in a museum but was 

inappropriate in advertising presented to the masses in the 
street.73 This argument was similar to that used by the state 

attorney to justify the prosecution of art and book dealers for 
the display of postcard reproductions of nudes in their 
windows. During 1913, however, the Berlin police began to 
confiscate high-quality copies of paintings by Rubens, Titian, 
and other artists (Fig. 12), raising fears that a local court 
would declare the reproductions obscene and that police 
would follow the urgings of morality associations and extend 

censorship to original works of art.74 
Over the winter of 1913-14 newspapers and magazines of 

all types and political leanings joined a debate about the 
moral implications of sexualized advertising and the issue of 
the artistic nude that was soon taken up by the German 
Parliament and the Prussian House of Deputies. Conserva- 
tives defended police confiscations of images of nudes dis- 

played in windows and objected to the charge that supporters 
of censorship were prudish reactionaries opposed to all 

nudity in art. One Conservative legislator, while deploring the 
vileness of recent avant-garde art, expressed his reverence for 
the classical nudes he had studied while earning his doctorate 
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11 Michel Noa, poster for Obersky Corsets, ca. 1913. 
Kunstbibliothek Berlin (photo: Dietmar Katz) 

in archaeology and argued that their "pure, noble, really 
chaste nudity" was violated by a public that saw only sexuality 
in postcard reproductions.75 The police, according to the 

argument, prevented the prostitution of the ideal nude by the 
uneducated.76 Liberals, in contrast, treated the police actions 
as a threat to art and an unnecessary check on the role that 

reproductions of nudes could play in the aesthetic and moral 

12 Walter Trier, Display Window Law, from Lustiger Bldtter 29, no. 
17 (1914): 5 (photo: Northwestern University Library) 

education of the broad population, while the Socialists took a 

less idealizing view and refused to equate sensuality with 

immorality, arguing that the erotic was a legitimate subject for 
art.77 A drawing in Jugend entitled Vice-Control (Fig. 13) that 

depicts "Miss Immorality" and the whore "Art" under the 

supervision of a policeman satirized the forced linkage of art 
to prostitution that characterized much of the discourse 
about immorality. Mobilized and released from the museum's 
sanctum through mass reproduction and mass distribution, 
the ideal nude became a streetwalker who must be regulated 
by the police.78 

During February, the legislative debate grew into a general 
Kulturkampf ("culture war") that reminded many of the 
earlier struggle over the Lex Heinze.79 A coalition of Conserva- 
tives, Free Conservatives, Centrists, and National Liberals 

sponsored and passed a resolution in the House of Deputies 
that required the government to take all possible legal 
measures to suppress the growth of metropolitan vice and to 

protect youth from its influence.80 The Bundesrat immedi- 

ately proposed amendments to the commercial code that 
would regulate the display of materials considered damaging 
to the morality of young people and hinder the operation of 
hostess bars that lined Friedrichstrasse and were considered 
centers of prostitution. The Reichstag, in its turn, passed a law 
that restricted the national distribution of abortive and 

contraceptive means and planned a new law regulating 
cinemas.81 
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The debate registered very different pictures of Berlin. 

Conservatives, who hoped to use cultural issues to gain a 

political foothold in urban areas, characterized the city as a 

godless, immoral swamp that was corrupting traditional 
Prussian values, while opponents of the new laws viewed the 

city's entertainment as a largely unproblematic expression of 
modern urban life.82 The strategy used to satirize the Hiiter der 
Sittlichkeit (guardians/herdsmen of morality) was to describe 
them as "provincial uncles," members of the Agrarian League 
who held their congress in Berlin while the morality debate 
was taking place.83 Reports of increased patronage of the 
hostess bars along Friedrichstrasse (Fig. 14) during Agrarian 
Week and the following verse entitled "Friedrichstrasse" 

portrayed the league's members as morally hypocritical and 

sexually repressed: 

"It sticks to my soles, 
the fertile sex of the night" 
The League member says it furtively, 
because it gives him pleasure after all.84 

Friedrichstrasse's "immorality" was also the subject of a 
Walter Trier drawing that focuses on the corner of Friedrich- 
strasse and Behrenstrasse, where one could enter the Kaiser- 

passage, which housed a theater and panopticon and ran to 
another entrance on Unter den Linden. Trier's drawing 
appeared in a special issue of Lustige Bliitter that offered 
humorous submissions to a poster competition held by 
Berlin's Central Tourism Office (Fig. 15).85 The poster's 
text-"Berlin-The Most Moral of Cities"-blazes like the 
raucous advertising associated with the area around the 

Kaiserpassage while the irony of the caption-"In the quiet 
little alleys"-undercuts its claim. Below the text appears a 

stereotyped image of prostitution on Friedrichstrasse, an 
"endless chain of young and old, well and badly dressed, 

soliciting girls" such as Hans Ostwald, a contemporary chroni- 
cler of Berlin's vice, said astounded provincial visitors.86 The 

prim studiousness Trier gave to the women refers to the 
efforts of moral reformers, but the flashing arrow, which links 
the "Last Aztecs" appearing in the Passage Panopticon to the 
file of women, makes an association between female fashion 
and the primitive such as was commonly found in the popular 
press.87 Trier insinuated a wildness on the streets that could 

not be tamed by the morality associations and was part of the 

spectacle that drew tourists to the metropolis. 
Likewise, Kirchner's painting Friedrichstrasse, Berlin (Fig. 

16), with its "endless chain" of men descending diagonally 
toward the two women by the street-sign standard, exhibits 
elements that emphasize the street's popular image as the 

city's "primary public market of prostitutes."88" However, in 
contrast to Trier's ironic distancing of the street's activity, 
Kirchner's pictorial means recall Ostwald's characterization 
of a provincial's amazement "at the dresses tightly fitted 
about the hips, the breasts laced in front, the stunning, 
partially visible undergarments, the alluring faces under the 

rakishly placed, overloaded small hats, from which garish 
flowers gush forth on one side. Many a glance rests on the 
naked arms, others follow a glistening, narrow belt and 
delicate ankle boots."'89 Framed by the building's arch be- 
hind, the women advance, their bodies swinging through a 

13 Willibald Krain, Vice-Control, fromJugend 19, no. 11 (1914) 
(photo: Doe Library, University of California, Berkeley) 

pivot, like models on a runway, while their eyes survey the 
audience.90 They are given impetus by the queue of men 
whose serialized stride recalls both Italian Futurism and 

depictions of mass commodities.91 Repeated streaks of paint 
underscore these movements and pictorialize an electric 
shimmer that bathes the spectacle and fixes one's vision on 

details, such as the hand that presses the hip and projects the 

figure forward. 

Rosalyn Deutsche has identified this light as an important 
iconographic feature and discussed how the display window 
serves the Strassenbilder as an "emblem of commodified 

sexuality."92 Kirchner emphasized the window in his 1920 

commentary on a sketch for his 1913 Street, Berlin (Figs. 17, 
18). 

The drawing of passers-by before a corset shop presents an 
event in the glimmering light of arc lamps. The absolute 

equality of all visible facts for the picture becomes clear 
here. Delicate and bold strokes characterize the side 

lighting and simultaneously create the forms of the two 

women, the mannequin in the display window, the remain- 

ing passers-by. The entirety looks like a net swept with a 

single stroke, and yet the figures seem clearly character- 

ized, the thin, sharp-nosed woman in profile next to the 
more well-rounded one in the feather hat, the stroller 

standing by the display window. The drawing lives rhythmi- 
cally in the powerful strokes.93 

Kirchner thus emphasized the drawing's ability to register an 

entangled relationship of women, mannequin, and male 
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15 Walter Trier, Berlin, the Most Moral of Cities, from Lustige 
Bliitter 29, no. 24 (1914) (photo: Northwestern University 
Library) 

stroller within a network of fashion, advertising, and prostitu- 
tion. This relationship remained important to Street, Berlin, 
for, although the mannequin is not present in the painting, 

the display window remains, its contents attracting both male 
and female gazes and its reflective surface functioning as a 

relay in the network of those gazes.94 
Fashion, advertising, and prostitution were key terms not 

only in the immorality debate but also in the discourse about 

luxury that arose in response to Germany's increasing prosper- 
ity. Sombart's censorious attitude toward fashion in Luxury 
and Capitalism was common to much of the luxury discourse 
and took a more virulent form in Norbert Stern's book 
Fashion and Culture. Although completed and published in 

1915, the book continued to express prewar concerns about 
the influence of Parisian fashion on Germany. Characterized 
as "tailored for cocottes, launched by cocottes, splendidly 
appropriate in other ways to cocottes," the actual articles of 

clothing troubled Stern less than the "image of the whore" 
that promoted fashion in newspapers, humor and fashion 

magazines, and on the streets, where "It is the prostitute who, 
clad only in a corset, offers herself to the glances of passers-by 
in the brightly lit display windows."95 Such images, he said, 
stimulated teenage girls who stood "with ardent eyes before 
the layouts of luxury and fashion stores."96 Similar concerns 
were expressed in "Stroll on the Tauentzienstrasse," a newspa- 
per article that described how the street's display windows 
created a sexually charged atmosphere that formed a new 
Berlin type, the "Tauentzien-Girls." These were young women 

who, under the influence of luxury and "irresponsible fe- 
male agitators," practiced a sexual freedom that had previ- 
ously excluded the demimonde from proper society but 
had now become commonplace. The writer described this 

phenomenon as a "powerful change in our morals" and said 
that while one could still find elsewhere "the simple, domes- 

tic, well brought-up girl who runs through life with the gos- 
pel to make a man happy," she no longer existed on the 
Tauentzienstrasse.97 

Alexander Elster, a specialist in trademark law at the 

University of Jena, wrote a number of articles that summa- 
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16 Kirchner, Friedrichstrasse, Berlin, 
1914. Staatsgalerie Stuttgart (? [for 
works by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg 
and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, 
Wichtrach/Bern) 

rized the debate about luxury and fashion and transformed 
other theorists' reluctant acceptance of fashion's economic 

necessity into a more positive assessment of its role in modern 

society.98 Drawing on Simmel's and Sombart's analyses of 
fashion's fundamentally erotic basis, he wrote, "Thus, it 
becomes the arbitrator of unconscious desire and the bearer 
of a symbol, which-like all symbols of deep inner life- 
radiates charm and magic and lends meaning and value to 

clothing."99 He interpreted the predominantly moral critique 
of fashion in Germany as the result of sexual repression and 
believed that all attempts to control fashion's eroticism and 

emphasize function over fantasy were doomed to failure.100 
It is not known if Kirchner made the acquaintance of Elster 

through his close relationship with art circles in Jena, which 

began with his exhibition at the Kunstverein in early 1914. 

Nevertheless, Kirchner's art repeatedly demonstrates an aware- 
ness of the contemporary discourse about art, fashion, and 

immorality. He surely knew of the contemporary controver- 
sies about the corset mannequin and display windows, and 

many of his images directly refer to those debates. A Berlin 
street scene of 1926101 represents wax busts in a hairdresser's 

window, recalling the earlier controversy when their low 

decolletage and use to display wigs, dyed colors such as blue 
and green, was said to represent the worst excesses of French 
fashion.102 In paintings and prints of 1913-14 he revealed legs 
by slit skirts and bodies through transparent blouses. In 1919 
Kirchner noted that a seated figure in a 1914 lithograph 
represented a prostitute who waited for clients on Kurfuirs- 
tendamm in the summer (Fig. 19). He explained that her 

upper body looked unusual because "modern embroidered 
blouses were often made in such a delicate way that from a 
distance one thought one saw a naked body."'03 In 1913-14 
such styles were described as lewd in the press and satirized in 
humor magazines.'04 Heavily embroidered veils, which Kirch- 
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17 Kirchner, Corset Shop, 1913, from Louis de Marsalle [E. L. 
Kirchner], "Zeichnungen von E. L. Kirchner," Genius 2, no. 2 
(1920): 219 (? [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg and 
Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

ner frequently depicted in 1913-15, were similarly ridiculed 
as examples of Parisian excess.105 

Veils figure prominently in two street paintings by Kirchner, 
particularly in Potsdamer Platz, Berlin (Fig. 20), where the 
woman on the left wears a black dress, hat, and veil.106 Since 
this costume differs from that represented in sketches for the 

painting, the change might have been prompted by the 

public appearance of widows and by extensive advertising for 
fashionable mourning clothes soon after the war's beginning. 
During September 1914, complaints were registered with the 

city council about a sign over 30 feet high representing a 
woman in mourning clothes that was painted on a wall above 
such a specialty store not far from Potsdamer Platz (Fig. 
21).107 Public acknowledgment of the profit made from 
individual and national grief was viewed as an offensive 
commercial expression. As reported by Der Kunstwart, one 

military officer felt so strongly about newspaper ads for 
attractive mourning clothes (Fig. 22) that he called for 
women to dispense with wearing them, arguing that fashion's 
stimulation of pleasure was inappropriate for women who had 
lost loved ones at the front and pointing out that prostitutes 
had adopted the garb since the war's outbreak.108 

The woman on the left in Kirchner's Potsdamer Platz wears 
an attractive dress and has hung a mourning veil with dense 
lower border from the brim of a fashionable feathered hat. 109 

The frisson fostered by the veil's double association with 
death and prostitution is further accentuated by the women's 

isolation on the traffic island, a solution to the threat of 
accident posed by Berlin's rapidly increasing traffic, which was 
much discussed during the winter and spring of 1914.110 
Shifting viewpoints and contrasts of scale evoke the vortex 
that swirled about the refuge that was pinched between tram 

tracks, as a contemporary photograph shows (Fig. 23). The 
circular island, which is partially obscured by a tram in the 

right center of the photograph, was sited between Pschorr- 
Haus and the Hotel Fiirstenhof where K6niggritzer Strasse 
enters the square in front of the Potsdamer Bahnhof and 
Haus Vaterland, which are seen in the depths of both painting 
and photograph. The woman in blue rises almost the full 

height of the painting from the island's center. With upper 
body squared to the picture plane and arms hanging at her 
sides, her image floats forward, propeled by a swinging stride 
and the uptilted island. Space plunges to the right through 
the diminishing size of the figures who populate the plaza in 
front of the railway station. The plaza's corner is stretched 
down to the right, warping the station's steps and brick facade 
seen beside the woman's face and dramatizing the male 

pedestrian's step into the Giftgriin (garish green) of the street. 
The women's scale in relation to the circular platform 
simultaneously evokes proximate contact and the square's 
vast expanse, while also calling to mind what the periodical 
Elegante Welt termed "adult playthings," fashion dolls of the 

period that were mounted on similar disks (Fig. 24).111 
Kirchner introduced these motifs in ink and pastel draw- 

ings, which were an intermediate stage between sketches 
done on the street and the final paintings and prints. While 
Kirchner attempted to escape history through cultivation of 

impulse in the sketches, history returned in the paintings and 

prints, which were highly calculated compositions, elaborated 
in the studio with motifs recurrent in the contemporary 
debate about art, luxury, and morality.112 He later noted that 

Dancing School (Fig. 25), a painting that portrayed "a clothed 
man with two naked dancers," could not be exhibited 

publicly at the time of its creation in 1914 because "the free, 
really free unconventional nude was regarded as immoral"; in 

fact, relatively few of Kirchner's more unrestrained represen- 
tations of nudity were exhibited in the prewar period.113 This 
restraint on which works were seen by the public is further 
evidence of concern about censorship, a worry that material- 
ized during 1914 when the Berlin police president ordered 
confiscations of Die Aktion after the journal published articles 

criticizing the prosecutions of postcard reproductions of 
artistic nudes.14 The Expressionist argument against police 
censorship rejected liberal claims that the postcard nude 
elevated public taste. Rather than transcend sexual desire, the 

Expressionists wrote, the nude, whether reproduced or in the 
original, excited sensuality as the object of that desire.115 

One of the striking features of Friedrichstrasse (Fig. 16) is a 

greyhoundlike dog, strutting with haunches raised. Dogs are 
present throughout the street series, roaming the streets and 

sniffing the gutters. Even the dogs' free movement was an 
issue in 1914, since a recent police regulation required dogs 
to be leashed and muzzled on the street. When public protest 
forced the dropping of the regulation at the beginning of 
March, many saw it as a small victory over the increasingly 
repressive policies of Police President von Jagow.116 Willibald 
Krain's Jugend drawing in which dog, prostitute, and artistic 
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18 Kirchner, Street, Berlin, 1913. New 
York, The Museum of Modern Art. 
Purchase (photo: ?1999 The Museum 
of Modern Art, New York; ? [for 
works by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg 
and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, 
Wichtrach/Bern) 

nude are restrained under the same leash law (Fig. 13) thus 
also demonstrates the way the liberal press linked elements of 
the larger morality debate. 

Prostitution was, of course, a key issue in the debate. Since 
1794 prostitution had been illegal in Prussia but was permit- 
ted if prostitutes registered with the police. With the forma- 
tion of the German Empire in 1871, this arrangement was 
codified under Paragraph 180 and Paragraph 361/6 of the 
National Penal Code.117 The former clause proscribed any- 
one from aiding the practice of prostitution, while the latter 

required the police to arrest and medically examine sus- 

pected prostitutes. Paragraph 180 called into question the 

operation of brothels that police had used to supervise 
prostitution, leading to their closure in many cities. During 
the 1890s, however, alarm about increasing prostitution was 
focused by the sensational trial of the Heinzes, a pimp and 

prostitute couple accused of murder. In response, the govern- 
ment proposed a bill that amended Paragraph 180 to allow 

prostitutes to be confined in police brothels. This measure 
was opposed by many organizations, ranging from conserva- 
tive morality associations, which objected to any state ap- 
proval and demanded imprisonment or deportation of all 

prostitutes, to radical feminists affiliated with Josephine But- 
ler's International Movement for the Suppression of State- 

Regulated Vice, which criticized the regulation's double 
standard and called for a complete revision of moral values 

surrounding sexuality and family.118 Controversy continued 

following the Lex Heinze's rejection in 1900, since cities like 

Hamburg maintained their brothels and Berlin allowed street 
solicitation for registered prostitutes.119 At the time of the 
so-called new Lex Heinze in 1914, police regulation continued 
as a topic of debate, as liberal newspapers supported a call 
from the Society for the Combat of Venereal Disease for the 

complete revision of Paragraphs 180 and 361/6.120 
State regulation was discussed in Expressionist circles when 

Franz Pfemfert published excerpts from Grete Meisel-Hess's 
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19 Kirchner, Cocottes on Kurfiirstendamm, 1914. Staatsgalerie 
Stuttgart, Graphische Sammlung (O [for works by E. L. 
Kirchner] by Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, 
Wichtrach/Bern) 

book The Sexual Crisis in Die Aktion.121 Meisel-Hess was a 
member of the League for the Protection of Mothers and 
Sexual Reform who described regulation as an accentuation 
of "all the evils inherent in the institution; contempt and 
shame are visited on the prostitute alone, while her male 
client remains exempt."122 Her views about the destructive 
effects of current sexual relations and the need for greater 
freedom were shared by many Expressionists, who criticized 

bourgeois family life and joined the call for reform of laws 
related to sexual issues.123 However, Expressionists were 

generally hostile to other aspects of feminism and tended to 
associate women with nature and cast them in narrow roles of 
mother and prostitute. The repeated use of the prostitute as a 

symbol of a vital life force was criticized by Meisel-Hess, who 

complained about the obsessive portrayal of women as "em- 
bodied nature" and "hetaerae and nothing more."124 

While Kirchner was an appropriate target of such general- 
ized criticism, the Strassenbilder revolve around ambiguous 
rather than certain identities.125 The paintings' composi- 
tional structures echo issues repeatedly raised in relation to 

controlling the prostitute and ensuring a certain level of 

propriety in the public appearance of all women. The 

registered prostitute was prohibited from calling "undue 
attention" to herself and from entering certain streets and 

public places, among which were Friedrichstrasse, Leipziger- 
strasse, and Potsdamer Platz, sites represented in Kirchner's 

paintings.126 The intent was, in the words of one commenta- 

tor, to make prostitutes conduct themselves "as properly as 
decent women," leading prostitutes and clients to feign 

window shopping frequently.'27 In addition to monitoring the 

registered women, the vice police also looked for the more 
numerous unregistered prostitutes, who were first warned 
and then arrested, an action that led to medical examination, 

imprisonment, and registration. This surveillance caused 
women to choose their appearance and behavior carefully, 
conscious that the choice would be questioned by the public 
and police.128 The Strassenbilder share this circumspection in 
their titles and avoidance of scenes of solicitation, perhaps 
wary of overstepping proprieties that governed the market for 

paintings. Kirchner did, however, refer to the women as 
Kokotten and was less cautious in prints that portrayed direct 
sexual approaches.129 

Recent scholarship has argued that Kirchner was drawn to 
the subject because the prostitutes' ambiguous presence 
eroticized the city, leading him to treat them as "allies in his 

campaign for the liberation of instinct."130 In 1919 in Switzer- 

land, as he reflected on his Berlin period in a letter to Henry 
van de Velde, Kirchner noted, "I allowed myself to be 

sufficiently pervaded by the whole inner manner of these 

types, in order to know them from the inside out and to be 
able to abandon them."'31 Since several letters written by 
Kirchner during 1915-16 compare his situation to that faced 

by prostitutes on the streets, it is important to explore possible 
bases for this identification. 

Relatively little is known about Kirchner's life in Berlin, but 
Erna Schilling, who met Kirchner in 1912 and became his 

model, co-creator of textiles, and common-law wife, reported 
to Dr. Ludwig Binswanger in 1917 that he underwent a 
transformation during 1913. She told the psychiatrist that 

Kirchner, feeling that his mode of life was too bourgeois, 
began to drink heavily and live more irregularly. Increasingly, 
he began to suffer headaches and anxiety attacks, which were 
followed in the summer of 1914 by a growing paralysis of his 
extremities.132 After the outbreak of World War I, while 

returning from his summer on Fehmarn Island, he was 
arrested under suspicion of being a Russian spy, an event that 
exacerbated his anxiety attacks. His fear of uniformed author- 

ity became so great that he refused to leave his studio except 
at night, and by the winter of 1914-15 he was drinking a liter 
of absinthe a day and becoming addicted to Veronal, a 

sleeping medication. Until July 1915, when he volunteered 
for service as a driver in a field artillery company, he 

constantly feared induction into the army and front-line duty. 
His military service, however, lasted only two months before 
an officer, who had been a passive member of Die Brficke, 
obtained extended leave for him because of his nervous 

condition.'33 Over the next two years he stayed three times in 
Dr. Kohnstamm's sanatorium in K6nigstein and once with Dr. 
Edel in Berlin-Charlottenburg, before Dr. Edel's diagnosis of 
cerebral atrophy due to late-stage syphilis exempted him from 
military service and opened the way for his permanent move 
to Switzerland in May 1917.134 

The physiological and psychological forces that propelled 
this crisis are not clear, but it is likely that the breakup of Die 

Brficke and Kirchner's tenuous position within the Berlin art 
world played some role. While various critics had singled out 
Kirchner and Pechstein as the most talented members of the 

group in Dresden, Pechstein's acclaim continued to grow in 
Berlin while Kirchner's dwindled.'35 Between 1912 and 1916 
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20 Kirchner, Potsdamer Platz, Berlin, 1914. Berlin, Nationalgalerie (O [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang 
Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 
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21 Sign for Westmanns Trauermagazine at Mohrenstrasse 37 
(from Seidels Reklame 2, no. 10 [1914]: 400; photo: 
Kunstbibliothek Berlin-Dietmar Katz) 

all of the group's members received more individual exhibi- 
tions and greater commercial and critical success, particularly 
in Berlin, than did Kirchner. This must have affected him 

emotionally, as did the loss of former close friendships. His 
life became progressively more isolated, revolving around the 
close circle of entertainers, artists, and writers mentioned 

previously.136 These friends served as models during 1912-13, 

posing not only for pictures of studio life in which they are 

easily identified but also for more generalized images of 

public life in entertainment venues and on the streets. During 
1914-15, following solo exhibitions in Hagen and Jena, 
important patrons of avant-garde art such as Botho Graef, 
Eberhard Grisebach, Carl Hagemann, and Ernst Gosebruch, 
who lived outside Berlin, began to take an interest in 

Kirchner, leading to studio visits, friendships, and representa- 
tions of them in Kirchner's art. A recent study of his Berlin 

period has noted how this bourgeois elite was fascinated by 
Kirchner's choice to abandon his bourgeois background for 
the primitivism and poverty that they witnessed in his stu- 
dio.137 The Strassenbilder, with their dialogue of studio and 

street, their intertwined identities of avant-garde artist mod- 

els, fashionable bourgeoisie, and prostitutes, thus also raised 

questions about the relationship between artist and patron 
that were of growing concern within avant-garde circles. 
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des Westens; Kleiststrasse 23, Berlin, 1914 (from Seidels Reklame 
2, no. 10 [1914]; photo: Kunstbibliothek Berlin-Dietmar Katz) 

In March 1914, an article in Die Aktion complained about a 
new familiarity that was developing between artists and the 

bourgeoisie. As middle-class interest in art had grown, the 
author claimed, artists had abandoned their critical distance 
and responded to commercial pressures for an art that was 
well-crafted and attractive but lacked passion and self- 
revelation. Described as "domestic," "nimble-fingered," and 
rooted in "female vanity," this market-driven art and litera- 
ture was dismissed as "effeminate," while the artist who sold 
his art to satisfy the demand was characterized as "a prostitute 
by disposition."'38 Kirchner's art appealed to his new patrons 
in Jena partly because of its apparent resistance to such 
trends. Following a visit to Kirchner, Grisebach, a lecturer in 

philosophy at the University ofJena and business director of 
the Kunstverein, wrote that the artist made him feel "too 
conventional and well-mannered, but his coarser experiences 
are strongly and honestly offered in his art so that his form 
wins me over."139 Graef, professor and director of the Archaeo- 

logical Institute, stressed Kirchner's independent develop- 
ment and psychological intensity.140 Kirchner placed great 
value on Graef's understanding and support, particularly his 
introduction of Kirchner to Ludwig Schames and Irene 

Eucken, the art dealer and socialite who played important 
roles in the improvement of Kirchner's economic and social 
circumstances after 1916.141 

During 1914 the "coarser experiences" offered by Kirch- 
ner's art that fascinated avant-garde collectors also found 

expression in Kirchner's commercial and decorative work. 

Shortly after returning to Berlin from his first solo exhibition, 
which opened in October 1913 at the Folkwang Museum in 

Hagen, Kirchner wrote to Karl Osthaus reminding him of the 
decorative work that he and Heckel had done for the chapel 
at the 1912 Sonderbund Exhibition. He asked if a decorative 
commission could be arranged for the Werkbund Exhibition 
scheduled to open in Cologne in May 1914.142 Osthaus, who 
was in charge of the exhibition's "Art in Commerce" section, 
immediately included Kirchner's name in a response to 
Walter Gropius's inquiry about artists who might contribute 

paintings to the decor of three rooms he was designing in the 
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23 Potsdamer Platz, 1914. Berlin, 
Mfirkisches Museum 

main hall for Hermann Gerson, the Berlin fashion and 
interior decoration firm.143 Gropius did not select Kirchner's 

work, but Kirchner responded enthusiastically to Osthaus's 

suggestion that he consider designing the display windows 
and interior of a store on the exhibition's shopping street, 

preferably a "very colorful" shop of a tobacco merchant.144 

Although this project also fell through, Kirchner did execute 
a mural in felt applique that formed the backdrop for a 

display entitled "Art in the Tobacco Trade" sponsored by 
Joseph Feinhals, a prominent tobacconist in Cologne (Fig. 
26). 

Feinhals, like Osthaus, was an ardent supporter of avant- 

garde painting and modern commercial art. He had helped 
found the Sonderbund Westdeutscher Kunstfreunde und 

Kiinstler in 1910 and served on the organizing committee of 
its famous 1912 exhibition in Cologne. For the Werkbund 

Exhibition, he was a member of the "Fine Art" and "Art in 

Commerce" committees, and his display in the main hall 
included tobacco-related objects and printed materials from 
his historical collection as well as recent packaging and 

advertising designed for the firm by prominent commercial 
artists.145 A writer for an advertising journal identified the 
mural's stylistic source as "Mexican Indian painting" and 
termed it "extremely clever," recommending that every 
advertising professional spend at least an hour at the Feinhals 

display.146 One of several reviews equally positive about 
Kirchner's contribution was Adolf Behne's essay for Die 

Gegenwart, which mentioned the mural as part of Expression- 
ism's strong showing at the exhibition.147 Only Peter Jessen 
asked in the Jahrbuch des Deutschen Werkbundes "Is it tobacco's 
fault that it was first discovered by savages?" and asserted that 
the aristocratic elegance of the modern cigarette smoker 

represented tobacco's cultural progress better than an "Iro- 

quois dance."148 Jessen's comment pointed to the mode of 

"prestige advertising" that Hans Rudi Erdt and Ernst Deutsch 

began to use for cigarette advertising around 1911-12.149 
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25 Kirchner, Dancing School, 1914. Munich, Bayerische 
Staatsgemildesammlungen (? [for works by E. L. Kirchner] by 
Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, Wichtrach/Bern) 

26 Kirchner, display for "Art in the Tobacco Trade," Joseph 
Feinhals Collection, Cologne, Main Building, Deutscher 
Werkbund Exhibition, Cologne, 1914 (from Kunstgewerbeblatt 27, 
no. 2 [1916]: 32; photo: Doe Library, University of California, 
Berkeley) 

Behne's observation that Expressionist paintings and sculp- 
tures were used as architectural decoration throughout the 
exhibition confirmed Expressionism's growing public pres- 
ence and popularity by 1914.150 Pechstein had led this 

development through his stained-glass work with Gottfried 
Heinersdorff and the dining room murals that he painted in 
1912 for Hugo Perls's villa in Zehlendorf. Some critics argued 
that Pechstein had made distinctions between fine and 

applied art irrelevant through his creation of works governed 

II L. Kirchner, Berlin Raum VFeibtKalA Deutsche Werkhond-Aussteltung K6In 1914 

by taste rather than the psyche.151 Others, however, deplored 
the Werkbund's celebration of painters' involvement with 

applied art, noting that Meier-Graefe had predicted this 

distressing trend toward materialism in art.152 Meier-Graefe 
had indeed written a series of articles critical of current trends 
in fine and applied art. The first, which was initially given as a 
lecture entitled "Where Are We Drifting?" characterized the 

Expressionists as "wallpaper painters," using the term to 

denigrate their paintings' flatness, which abandoned the 

personal feeling and spatial tension required of easel paint- 
ing.153 In another lecture and article "Art or Applied Art," he 

praised the Werkbund's elevation of the quality of Germany's 
everyday life but mourned the absence of great fine artists 
such as Auguste Rodin and Paul Cezanne in Germany. Instead 
of the complexity embodied in such art, contemporary 
painting in Germany functioned as applied art, ornamenta- 
tion to well-designed walls.154 Finally, in a brief report on his 
visit to the Werkbund Exhibition, he stated that it was comical 
how "the pictures of the Expressionists and Cubists absolutely 
merge into this 'apartment art.' "155 Noting the way savagery 
could be easily tamed and how the future of Expressionism 
seemed to be the encrustation of modest walls, he announced 
his departure for Paris by remarking, "How light the German 
furniture culture becomes, if one goes to Paris. .... 156 

Meier-Graefe's withdrawal of his previous tacit support hit 
the Expressionists hard, since he had been a key defender of 
modern art during the century's first decade.157 Kirchner's 

efforts, beginning in 1911, to increase the plasticity of his 

figures, to complicate his pictorial space, and to draw on 
German artistic heritage can be seen as responses to the 
criticisms voiced by Meier-Graefe and others in the German 
art world. He and Heckel certainly hoped that their chapel at 
the 1912 Sonderbund Exhibition in Cologne would be viewed 
as the modern embodiment of northern man's spiritual 
striving that Wilhelm Worringer had identified in Gothic 

art.158 On his return to Cologne in 1914, Kirchner continued 
to connect his art with past German monuments by making 
prints after the church of St. Gereon as well as prints and a 

painting that represented Cologne Cathedral.159 Despite 
these efforts, however, criticism of the use of Expressionism 
for merely decorative purposes was received at the very time 
that his economic circumstances led him to seek more 
commercial applications of his art. Feinhals's decision to 

associate his firm with Kirchner's name was an advertising 
success and earned Kirchner further commissions for exhibi- 

tion designs.'60 According to Will Grohmann, Kirchner treated 
this work seriously because it was a means of earning a living, 
but he also felt it was separate from the more personal 
expression and experimentation found in his painting and 

printmaking.'6' With the outbreak of war such commercial 
work became more important as the bottom initially fell out 
of the art market and attacks on modern art as a French 

import were renewed.'62 
As a result of these turns in the art world, Kirchner found it 

difficult to pay his rent and had to accept donations from a 
fund that had been created to help members of the Free 
Secession who were in financial difficulty.'63 The growing 
need of artists during the war to find part-time work was 
discussed in an article that appeared in Die Gegenwart in the 

spring of 1915.164 The author reviewed the decline of interest 
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von Fran Eucken, Bremen, 1916. Los 
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in luxury goods and resulting low prices for art during the 
war's early months and recommended that artists consider 

display window decoration as a way to supplement their 
income. Artists had the aesthetic taste required, and well- 

paid, part-time work allowed them to continue their own 
creative practice. However, the writer stressed, they also had 
to understand that decoration was a "commercial activity and 
can only be valid as a stopgap, but still palatable sideline for 
the artist."165 

During 1915-16 Kirchner undertook a number of private 
commissions and public competitions. He participated in a 

competition for the Iron Smith of Hagen, one of the so-called 

men of nails monuments used to encourage and record 

participation in the war bond campaign;166 executed a stone 
relief for a house designed by J.L.M. Lauweriks in Hagen; 
painted a set of murals for the fountain room of Dr. Oskar 
Kohnstamm's sanatorium in K6nigstein; designed an iron 

cooking pot for the Frankfurt Red Cross, which they planned 
to sell to women who had donated their copper pots to a war 
materials campaign;167 planned to model a war mortar in 

glazed clay which would be produced in a pottery; and 

produced illustrations for the catalogue of a fashion exhibi- 
tion in Bremen (Fig. 27). 

The fashion illustrations were done at the request of Irene 
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28 Annie Offterdinger, Fashion Picture III, from Zeit-Echo 2, no. 4 
(1916): 62 

Eucken, the wife of Rudolf Eucken, professor of philosophy at 
the University of Jena and winner of the Nobel Prize for 
literature in 1908.168 Kirchner's contact with the Euckens, 
who were founding members of the Society of Art Lovers of 
Weimar and Jena, began with his Kunstverein exhibition. It 
increased subsequently when, following the war death of 

Hugo Biallowons, the close friend of Kirchner and Graef, 
Kirchner lived in Graef's apartment in Jena during Septem- 
ber 1916 to avoid renewed military conscriptions in Berlin.169 

Shortly before traveling to Frankfurt for the October 8 

opening of his exhibition at the Ludwig Schames Gallery, 
Kirchner reported that he spent a week in his Berlin studio 

executing woodcuts for the Bremen exhibition of Frau 
Eucken's fashions. Over the previous decade Eucken had 
exhibited widely, becoming so well known for the richly 
decorated women's clothing produced in her Jena embroi- 

dery workshop that she was invited to serve on the jury of an 

important fashion show organized by the Frankfurt Fashion 
Association in August 1916.170 At the Frankfurt show there 
was much discussion about the role that artists could play in 
the development of a new German fashion, a theme that had 

grown in importance since the war had severed ties with 
Paris.171 Frau Eucken supported such a role, writing in the 

catalogue for her exhibition in Bremen, "in order to trans- 
form the effort [to create a new German fashion] into action, 

we urgently need now the invigorating cooperation of cre- 
ative artists. They must supply us with new forms and 

colors."172 Frau Eucken turned to the avant-garde artists she 
had met through the Kunstverein's exhibitions, asking August 
Macke's widow for permission to execute some of the artist's 

embroidery designs and convincing Kirchner to supply three 
woodcuts for the catalogue.'73 

Eucken's effort to involve artists came when new alliances 
were forming between fashion and Expressionism. In Octo- 
ber 1915, Hans Siemsen took over as editor of Zeit-Echo, an 

Expressionist journal, which during its first year of publica- 
tion had focused on the crisis created by the war, and 

immediately announced his intention to change the journal 
and make it "more topical and lively and bound as closely as 

possible with daily life."174 He continued, "We go so far that 
we will include fashion images in the graphics section. 
Because today fashion seems to be the area in which art and 
life are most intimately linked."'175 This change reflected the 
business interests of Otto Haas-Heye, the owner of the 

Graphik-Verlag, which published Zeit-Echo. 

Haas-Heye, the son of a wealthy newspaper publisher, took 
over the Graphik-Verlag in 1914 after studying painting in 
Dilsseldorf, Berlin, and Paris. While in Paris he became 
interested in fashion and interior decoration and in the fall of 
1914, when he opened a Graphik-Verlag office in Berlin, he 
also launched a fashion house, Alfred-Marie, that quickly 
became one of Berlin's elite firms.176 Haas-Heye, who was 
called the "German Poiret," adopted many of the marketing 
strategies of French haute couture, such as the publishing of 
editions of hand-colored fashion prints and an elaborately 
illustrated fashion journal entitled Graphische Modebldtter.177 

Annie Offterdinger and C. F. Savary were responsible for 
the fashion images in these publications and Zeit-Echo. While 

Offterdinger's initial prints of 1914-15 were based on the 

graphic styles found in Gazette du Bon Ton and fashion print 
portfolios of the Wiener Werkstlitte, certain woodcuts and 

lithographs of 1915-16 began to incorporate Expressionist 
and Cubist elements (Fig. 28).178 Haas-Heye also linked his 
fashion to the avant-garde by showing fashion illustration side 

by side with Expressionist art in the Graphik-Verlag's office on 
Pariser Platz, which became an important venue for art 
exhibitions during the war.179 Such efforts led one critic to 
write: "They [the dresses] are designed by a painter who has 
absorbed to the last drops the spices of the most recent styles. 
But the painterly stylistic features ... [are] all perfectly 
translated into the dressmaker's language.... The dresses of 
'Alfred-Marie' have no trace of forbidden graphic art, never- 
theless their style corresponds to that of our most recent 

graphic artists."180 Offterdinger's designs ranged from portfo- 
lios of prints to decorated hatboxes (Fig. 29), all of which 
were seen as collectable art. The "spice" of the avant-garde 
became a way that the fashion house could indicate its 

contemporary exclusiveness and, the critic wrote concerning 
Offterdinger's illustration, "a field of work opens here for the 
graphic artist full of charming promise." 18 

Elegante Welt began to emphasize the role of artists within 
fashion, as well as to publish articles about Secession and Free 
Secession exhibitions, which were accompanied by photo- 
graphs of famous actresses dressed in the latest fashions 

viewing the paintings (Fig. 30).182 Karl Scheffler, art critic for 
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the Vossische Zeitung, took note of a new relationship within 
the art world "when that art, which pretentiously calls itself 

Expressionism and Cubism, maintains an affectionate love 
affair with the elegant little young woman 'Fashion,' and 
when this love affair, among others, has given rise to a clever 
advocate in the activity and words of Otto Haas-Heye."'83 
Herwarth Walden, ever vigilant to draw distinctions between 

avant-garde painting and fashion, attacked both Haas-Heye's 
effort to collapse those distinctions and the superficial com- 

parisons critics such as Scheffler and Margarete von Suttner 
were making between the new fashion and art. He responded 
by appropriating their phraseology and asserting: "Der Sturm 
doesn't allow itself either to be worn or translated into 

something trifling," and "Art, which is art and is modestly 
called Expressionism and Cubism, has as little relationship to 
chicness and fashion as the gentlemen Haas-Heye and Schef- 
fler have to art."184 

The dialogue between art and fashion touched Kirchner's 
work when Siemsen wrote a review of the 1916 Free Secession 
exhibition that noted the exhibition's diversity and high 
standards of taste. Siemsen's article, which quoted R. Cham- 

fort-"Everything is equally futile, our pleasure and our pain; 
but golden or sky-blue bubbles are prettier than black or 

gray"-as its epigram, questioned whether taste was enough 
for great art, but on the other hand criticized an artist like 
Otto Hettner, who was not content with the elegance of 

pastoral scenes that resembled fashion drawings and strained 
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29 "The Beautiful Hatbox," Elegante Welt 5, no. 17 (Aug. 16, 
1916): 16 (photo: Kunstbibliothek Berlin-Dietmar Katz) 
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30 Paul Kraemer, "Free Secession," Elegante Welt 3, no. 17 
(1914): 14 (photo: Kunstbibliothek Berlin-Dietmar Katz) 

for a significant large painting of the Last Supper. Siemsen 

expressed more pleasure in small works by artists such as 
Loulou Lagard and Ludwig Kainer who did not overstep their 

abilities.185 However, while moving through the exhibition, he 

wrote, one "glides, without realizing it, into an area where 

even more than taste lives. Kirchner is particularly good. 
Above all a ghostly vivid street picture. There is more than 

taste, although taste is not lacking. One also thinks here 

(despite the giant format): 'How pretty!' and it is really 
pretty."186 

The painting to which Siemsen responded was Potsdamer 

Platz, Berlin (Fig. 20), one of two paintings Kirchner showed in 
the exhibition.187 Kirchner had hoped that these large paint- 
ings, which Graef considered two of his finest works, would 
enhance his reputation in Berlin, and complained bitterly to 
Curt Herrmann, the president of the Free Secession, about 
their poor hanging and nonreproduction in the catalogue, 
which he feared would injure the support he was beginning to 
receive outside the capital.'88 There was little critical response 
to the works, and Kirchner worried during the exhibition's 
run about machinations within the Berlin art world that 

promoted certain "fashion stars" and ignored his art.189 
Siemsen's brief comments, the most positive response he 

received, suggest that at least one critic sensed a connection 
between Potsdamer Platz and issues raised by the contemporary 
relationship between art and fashion.190 

After acceding to Irene Eucken's request and producing 
illustrations for the catalogue of her October 1916 exhibition, 
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31 Kirchner, Woman with Dog, from Katalog der Ausstellung von 
Kleidern aus der Stickstube von Frau Eucken, Bremem, 1916. Los 
Angeles County Museum of Art, The Robert Gore Rifkind 
Center for German Expressionist Studies (? [for works by E. L. 
Kirchner] by Ingeborg and Dr. Wolfgang Henze-Ketterer, 
Wichtrach/Bern) 

Kirchner expressed dissatisfaction with the woodcuts and 
later refused to allow Schiefler to include them and other 

examples of applied art in the catalogue of his graphic art 
because "trivial and rehearsed works can't be part of the true 
work."191 Although the prints highlight the hats, shawls, 
scarves, and lace and embroidered trim listed in the cata- 

logue, they indicate little of the dresses' overall form and their 
color evokes a somber mood. Interestingly enough, one print, 
with its wax bust and dog, also recalls the street paintings (Fig. 
31). However, unlike the greyhound in Friedrichstrasse, whose 
strut enacts an unleashing of instinct, the dog in the woodcut 
seems under control and raises its paw in a deferential 

gesture. Similarly, the bust is a distant reminder of the form 
and flesh of a body cloaked by the detail and weight of Frau 
Eucken's heavily accessorized fashion. 

In addition to feeling compelled to involve himself in a 

project for which he had little enthusiasm, Kirchner was also, 

by his report, not paid for his work. Years later, when 

responding to Schiefler's complaint that he was not ad- 

equately compensated by the publisher for his work on 
Kirchner's print catalogue, Kirchner wrote that he had 

learned to demand payment when "during the bargaining 
due to the sale of model dresses by the very famous spouse of 
a University professor the value of very good works in the eyes 
of the merchant concerned was reduced to nothing, because 
the otherwise so clever socialite could utter no fee on request, 
but only silently blushed like a little girl."192 

Expressionism's accommodation with fashion during 
1915-17 was part of its increasing popularity, as collectors 
warmed to its aesthetic and realized its investment potential 
during an inflationary period. However, as commercial suc- 
cess grew, art criticism placed increasingly greater stress on 

Expressionism's "spirituality." In late 1915 Worringer pub- 
lished an article in the Frankfurter Zeitung that predicted great 
things for contemporary German art. Just as Germany had 

developed a more spiritual culture out of the Gothic architec- 
ture that originated in France, so young German artists would 
transcend the merely sensuous origins of modern art in 
France and restore spirituality to artistic expression.193 Karl 

Scheffler, who reprinted the essay in Kunst und Kiinstler and 
remarked that it summed up the interests of the new art, 

exploited Worringer's ideas in his immensely popular 1917 
book Der Geist der Gotik, which linked the Gothic to the "inner 

necessity" of powerful individual temperaments rooted in the 
collective will of the Volk. He opposed the active "manly" 
spirit of the Gothic to passive "womanly" qualities that he 
attributed to other styles.194 Such assertions served the nation- 
alist discourse during the war, but also perpetuated previous 
stereotypes that associated French art with fashion.195 

These same years were a period of emotional, physical, and 
economic difficulty for Kirchner, 1916 perhaps being the 
nadir. Siemsen's words about Potsdamer Platz must have 
seemed faint praise for a work on which he had placed such 

hope.196 He reacted to his situation with anger, escape 
through drugs, and self-pity, constantly appealing for support 
from his patrons. Kirchner's letters to Schiefler during 1916 

continually deplored art's commercialization and spoke of 
how he resisted efforts to drag him into the "art swindle" of 
the day, attitudes that share much with the "spiritual" 
construction of Expressionism mentioned above.197 These 
concerns were mixed with ideas about how he could make the 

public aware of his art during the war through a self- 

published book and with expressions of despair over the war's 

unending horrors. On November 12, 1916, while again living 
in Jena, he wrote: "Bloatedly one vacillates about working, 
when every effort is futile and the assault of the average tears 
down everything. I am now just like the prostitutes I used to 

paint. Wiped away, gone the next time." Expressing the belief 
that it was "more respectable to die than to live, when 

everything is called only business and one is set aside if one 
doesn't go along," Kirchner ended the letter by contrasting 
his own emotional turmoil with the atmosphere ofJena: "And 
here everything is so calm. The most painful is this gradual 
self-disintegration and helplessness. This sad November with 
colors of yellow and red. The gradual dying away without 
death. Mentally inferior a fine expression. Possibly I still 
succeed in mastering the matter. To begin anew. The bour- 

geois life here is terrible.""1 
He was locked within a state of despair, even after the 

commercial and critical success of his exhibition at the 

Schames Gallery, which occurred simultaneously with the 
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illustrations for Eucken and began the upturn of his career. In 
December 1916, with two thousand marks in his pocket, 
Kirchner was taken to Dr. Edel's sanatorium in Berlin- 

Charlottenburg. In a letter to Schiefler, Graef reported that 

they were awaiting a diagnosis, anxious to learn whether 

syphilis was the cause of his paralysis and if it could be treated 
with Salvarsan. Graef commented: "K. has always denied any 
syphilis to me and everyone who questioned him, he seems 

lately to have admitted it, however, because he has completely 
distorted ideas about the relationship of syphilis to spiritual 
production it is not possible to get to the bottom of what the 
truth is."199 Graef implied that Kirchner, despite his efforts at 
sexual freedom and the promise of a cure offered by Paul 
Ehrlich's development of Salvarsan in 1909, remained syphilo- 
phobic, like many members of the middle class who had been 
instructed in sexual hygiene at the turn of the century.200 
During 1915-16 his portrayal of sexuality had broadened to 
include same sex and multiple-partner relationships, mastur- 

bation, and various forms of fetishism. Sexual boundaries 
loosened at the same moment that he began to fear that a 
sexual disease might endanger the faculties necessary for his 

art.201 It was a danger that he shared with the women closest to 

him, for recently published information indicates that Erna 

Schilling had the disease at the time she met Kirchner, and 
Gerda Schilling died of the disease in 1923 while living in the 
Prussian State Mental Hospital.202 

Looking back at the Strassenbilder from his new context, 
Kirchner interpreted the streetwalkers allegorically, identify- 
ing himself with the degradation and marginality he saw in 
them. Similar perceptions are found in a section of the poem 
"Hymnus E. L. Kirchner" written by Karl Theodor Bluth, one 
of Kirchner's friends inJena: 

Ordained god of light! You now know the quiet suffer- 

ings, 
Flung in the faces, and sketch the tragedies with light. 
Delicate colors of radiant Chinese silks 
Shimmer like blued eye, sleek in painful inner aware- 

ness. 

Matured girls: They carry the sufferings of childhood 
Most secretive in the lips and timid in the sag of the 

mouth, 
Flaccid downward looks of lids submitted to blindness, 
View into the hells the eyes scorching discoveries. 

Girls and murderers and most inwardly suffocated 
madonnas, 

Beating eyelashes in oval weariness large, 
Emaciated women in anxiety and terror, flowed, 
Strangling hands before an inflamed womb! 

All captured in the loving restlessness of your brush 
Rooted in god and sunk into the garden of light, 
Colors of sin and rivulet of bloody lust 
Blooming in the white air and are nothing before the 

judges!2?3 

In both letter and poem the prostitute body has become "the 
feminine as allegory of modernity."'24 Spleen and melan- 
choly surface in Kirchner's letter as the market forced 
recognition of his precarious position within an art world 

being transformed by commerce. Kirchner was assailed by 
anxiety as a given identity was loosened, feminized in cultural 
and psychic terms, and forced into prostitution. Writing 
about the connection that Walter Benjamin drew between 

prostitution and commodity culture in his essays on Charles 
Baudelaire, Christine Buci-Glucksmann observes: "In mass 

prostitution, which is not limited to prostitutes, new and 

peculiarly modern figures of passion and human existence 
take shape: Eros is linked to Thanatos, love of pleasure to 

perversion, and an apparently Christian language (including 
in Baudelaire) to the language of commodities."205 Death, 
awareness of an abyss, merges in Bluth's poem with the 
shimmer of fashion, the ever-recurring mixed with the ever- 

changing. Modernity's "new beauty" of the transitory--the 
movement of crowds, the flare of artificial light, fashion's 
constant change-was also "bound up with the uncanny and 

horrifying."206 The mourning clothes added to the figure in 
Potsdamer Platz, the insinuation of death into fashion, seems a 

prevision of the imaginary subsequently described in letter 
and poem. 

In an essay entitled "Fashion and the Bourgeois Citizen" 

published in Die Aktion almost a year after Kirchner's letter, 
Maria Martin proclaimed, "Expressionism is its [fashion's] 
essence and its meaning is expression.... The coquette 
serves the spirit and it serves her. Whenever she strides across 
the street with a smile, spirit is no less present as when the 
Immortal proclaims her beauty. Spirit has itself bound in 
ribbons."207 Martin believed not only that a hat, like art, could 

express the spirit of an age, but also that fashion worked as a 

revolutionary force. As the bourgeoisie became more en- 
thralled by fashion, women could construct beauty and use it 
as a "weapon of the ill-treated spirit." Martin's essay, like 
Kirchner's Strassenbilder, focused on the image of a fashion- 
able woman striding along the street and took a position 
within the discourse about art, luxury, and immorality. Martin 
saw power rather than threat in an artist's involvement with 
fashion's masquerade, as would Lilly Reich, Sophie Taeuber, 
and Hannah H6ch, to name only the best known of many 
artists who pursued this route in the next decade. 

Worries about luxury and sexuality's place in public space 
before World War I were manifestations of real changes 
occurring within women's relationships to modernity.208 Co- 
quette and cocotte were equally part of the era's imaginary 
representations of women. Both were entangled in the 
discursive networks of fashion and advertising that produced 
the "Tauentzien-Girls," a new female type within Berlin's 
lore. However, Kirchner chose the term Kokotten to describe 
the streetwalkers whose movements fascinated him and em- 
bodied Berlin's ambiguity and dynamism. Charles Haxthau- 
sen has pointed out, "Kirchner's primary intention.., was to 
document not a social reality but an aesthetic one. Berlin for 
him was above all a domain of intense sensuous excitement, a 
stimulus to aesthetic ecstasy."'20 Nevertheless, his response to 
the city employed images from a discourse about Berlin's 
luxury and immorality that had implications for his artistic 
practice. If the series began as a celebration of instinctual 
energies pressured by censorship, it became something darker 
during the war years, taking on a complex character that 
Kirchner believed Bluth conveyed through his poem.210 
Kirchner abandoned the streetwalkers with his move to 
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Switzerland in 1917. Eventually settling in the Lairchenhaus, 
the highest year-round cabin above the elite resort town of 

Davos, he turned from the city, prostitutes, and fashion to 
rustic crafts and representations of mountain life.211 Urban 

experience had threatened artistic and sexual boundaries 
that he attempted to redraw in the mountains. However, his 

subsequent trips to metropolitan centers demonstrate that 
this retreat did not entirely suppress his attraction to fashion 
and the streetwalker, his recognition of their social meanings, 
and his involvement with the many issues raised by the 

immorality debates in the continuum of his art. 
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